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McDodo CA-7310 1.8m USB to USB-C angled cable (black)
 Enjoy convenient and fast charging with the McDodo CA-7310. The maximum current of the cable is up to 3A, and the angled design and
maximum cable  length  of  1.8m will  allow you to  use  your  smartphone comfortably  while  charging.  With  its  help  you will  charge your
phone and transfer data at the same time.
  
 
Durable design
 The spring-loaded 1.8m cable will allow you to use your phone comfortably while charging. The nylon braid makes the cable as durable
as possible, it won't tangle, and its reinforced ends are resistant to bending and damage. 
  
 
Convenience without limits
 The double-sided USB plug allows you to conveniently connect the cable to the charger. The LED indicator will make it easy to find your
phone  at  night  by  displaying  the  charge  level.  In  addition,  the  McDodo  CA-7310  cable  is  compatible  with  iPhone  models  from  the
11/12/13 series. 
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Fast data transfer
 The  cable's  copper  core  has  been  thickened,  making  charging  and  data  transfer  even  faster.  With  the  McDodo  CA-7310  cable  you
transfer files at 480Mbps while charging your phone at the same time. 
  
 
Secure charging
 This is not the end of the product's advantages. The Mcdodo cable is equipped with an improved smart chip, which affects faster and
safe charging of your device. This ensures that your equipment is protected from damage.
  
      Manufacturer McDodo   Name Type-C Spring Data Cable   Model CA-7310   Material Braided nylon   Weight 39g   Interface USB to
USB-C   Current 3A maximum   Color black   Length maximum 1.8 m   Functions charging + data transfer    

Price:

Before: € 6.9987

Now: € 6.49
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